Participant quotes on the 2iC Program

“2iC is a great place to learn new things, share ideas
or have a group of peers you can use as a sounding
board, and make new friends.” Omer Babineau,
Imperial Manufacturing Group

“Life-changing instruction for work and home.” Mark
Busson, Hotchkiss Home Furnishings

“Excellent place to learn from other business
sectors.” Connor Duffy, Sperra Construction Group

“Intelligent motivated individuals with the desire to
better themselves those around them and the
community.” Jacqueline Estey, The Estey Group

“A chance to look outward at the challenges and
approach of others and reflect inwardly how they
can be applied to my job.” Matt Fegan, Current
Studios

“2iC offers a stellar opportunity to extend your network
of peer colleagues and gain great exposure to leaders
within our business community. Both facets, along with
dedicated time to reflect on your personal and
professional goals, make the endeavor well worth the
investment.” Aimée Foreman, ALLEIRA Living

“It's a game changer.” Andrew Jefferies, Bulletproof
Solutions

“The knowledge sharing, and the level of knowledge is
second to none!” DJ Joseph, Elsipogtog First Nation

“I feel great going back to work tomorrow and give
back to my company and community.” Daniel
LeBlanc, Missing Link Technologies

“Implementing strategies that are the core part of the
business that get procrastinated due to everyday tasks
such as HR priorities.” Yves Maillet, Eastland Industries
Limited

“An experience you've never had before!” McKenzie
McConnell, McConnell Transport Ltd.

“Incredible support and knowledge.” Cher Saunders,
Locavore Foods

“The 2IC program has been an outstanding way to
learn from my peers and see different perspectives
on similar issues from small to large scale
companies. Anyone in business would benefit from
this program.” Jacqueline Skinner, Target Tours

“Expands your comfort zone by exploring and mining
your discomfort zone.” Michael Wilson, Quality
Engineered Solutions Ltd.

